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Abstract: It is universally acknowledged by network security experts that proactive peer-to-peer (P2P) worms may soon engender serious threats to the Internet infrastructures. These latent threats stimulate activities of modeling and analysis of the
proactive P2P worm propagation. Based on the classical two-factor model, in this paper, we propose a novel proactive worm
propagation model in unstructured P2P networks (called the four-factor model) by considering four factors: (1) network topology,
(2) countermeasures taken by Internet service providers (ISPs) and users, (3) configuration diversity of nodes in the P2P network,
and (4) attack and defense strategies. Simulations and experiments show that proactive P2P worms can be slowed down by two
ways: improvement of the configuration diversity of the P2P network and using powerful rules to reinforce the most connected
nodes from being compromised. The four-factor model provides a better description and prediction of the proactive P2P worm
propagation.
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1 Introduction
A peer-to-peer (P2P) worm is a malicious code
that makes use of a P2P network to spread from one
machine to another (Khiat et al., 2006). P2P systems
become vehicles of worm propagation because of
three intrinsic properties (Zhou et al., 2005; Khiat et
al., 2006). Firstly, the large number of homogeneous
P2P clients draws hackers’ attention because users
have to run the P2P clients in their terminals in order
to acquire P2P services. Secondly, P2P topology accelerates worm propagation because worms become
more efficient in searching for targets referring to
neighbors’ information. Thirdly, P2P worms are more
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arduous to detect and constrain because they do not
make appreciable agitation to normal traffic (Yu et al.,
2006; Xia et al., 2007).
In principle, we cast all P2P worms into three
categories: passive P2P worms, reactive P2P worms
and proactive P2P worms, each different in the pattern
of propagation. Passive P2P worms copy themselves
into the share folder of the P2P client and allure other
users to download these copies and then complete
propagation by running them in the peers’ terminals
(Thommes and Coates, 2006). Apparently, passive
P2P worms cannot infect others without users’ intervention. On the contrary, reactive and proactive P2P
worms automatically propagate through common
vulnerabilities of P2P clients (Chen and Gray, 2006).
Reactive P2P worms infect only peers which are requesting files at that time while proactive P2P worms
aim at infecting all vulnerable nodes as quickly as
possible leveraging the cached neighbors’ information
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(Chen and Gray, 2006; Li et al., 2009). Put simply, a
proactive P2P worm is a more severe and fatal threat
than passive and reactive P2P worms. Although there
are currently only passive P2P worms in the wild
(Singer, 2002; F-secure, 2004), security experts allege
that proactive P2P worms will prevail in the near
future because of the disclosure of the P2P clients’
vulnerabilities according to the reports from antivirus
organizations (Random Nut, 2003). Stimulated by the
above-mentioned reasons, we are absorbed in the
modeling and analysis of the proactive P2P worm
propagation.
From a topological aspect, P2P networks belong
to two categories: structured and unstructured. For the
structured P2P network, the topology degree is actually a constant, while for the unstructured P2P network, the topology degree is a variable and represents
a scale-free property (Ripeanu and Foster, 2002;
Silvey and Hurwitz, 2004). Both of the two categovies are commonplace in practice. Contentaddressable network (CAN) (Ratnasamy et al., 2001),
Chord (Stoica et al., 2001), Pastry (Rowstron and
Druschel, 2001) and Tapestry (Zhao et al., 2004), for
example, are structured P2P networks while Freenet
and Gnutella (Adamic et al., 2001; Ripeanu and
Foster, 2002) are unstructured. This paper deals only
with issues related to unstructured P2P networks
while the investigation of structured P2P networks is
a future consideration.
In this paper, we propose a novel proactive worm
propagation model called the four-factor model because this model is an extension of the classical
two-factor model in the unstructured P2P networks.
One factor of the two-factor model is the dynamic
countermeasures taken by Internet service providers
(ISPs) and users, and the other is the slowed-down
worm infection rate resulting from rampant propagation of worms causing congestion and trouble for
some routers (Zou et al., 2002). The first factor mentioned above is referred to in this paper and assimilated into the four-factor model, but we do not take
the router congestion and trouble into consideration
because proactive P2P worms just attack neighbors
and do not generate excessive traffic.
Besides the users’ countermeasures, we find
three other factors affecting proactive P2P worm
propagation. The first is the unstructured P2P topology, because the cached neighbors’ information

speeds up worm propagation. The second is the configuration diversity of nodes in the P2P network. That
is, even though a worm breaks into a victim, it cannot
infect other peers on condition that it does not execute
properly in the alienated configuration. For example,
a Windows worm becomes harmless when existing in
Linux. Simulations show that improvement of the
configuration diversity of the P2P network can apparently slow down the propagation of proactive P2P
worms.
The last factor of the four-factor model is the
attack and defense strategies. Although domination of
all stages of worm propagation is unpractical, attackers have the ability to choose an elaborate strategy to speed up worm propagation. Experiments
show that worms propagate faster when starting from
the most connected node than from a random node.
Although collaboration of antivirus software, firewall,
intrusion detection systems and other security techniques can alleviate worm threats to a large extent,
most users would not like to sacrifice too much performance for the sake of security. Thus, a deployable
defense strategy should not impair the performance of
the P2P networks appreciably. Simulations show that
we can allay the threats of proactive P2P worms by
protecting a few of the most connected nodes
beforehand.
In this paper, we implement a simulation system
based on the open source P2P simulation platform
PeerSim (Sourceforge, 2009) and use the generalized
linear preference (GLP) generator (Bu and Towsley,
2002) to generate scale-free topologies to represent
P2P networks. Based on this simulation system, we
make comparisons of the worm propagation trend
with different parameters, and then validate the authenticity of our model. There are three main contributions of this work. Firstly, we present four factors
affecting the proactive P2P worm propagation and
propose the four-factor model. Secondly, we implement a simulation system for the simulation and
analysis of proactive P2P worms. Thirdly, we find
that improvement of the configuration diversity of
P2P networks and guarding the most connected nodes
against compromised can obviously slow down worm
propagation. Worm prediction, damage assessment,
detection and constraint can benefit from the fourfactor model for its good profiling of the proactive
P2P worm propagation.
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2 Related works
2.1 Traditional models
Traditional models are those early models that
do not take the P2P network topology into consideration. However, the bulk of the models in P2P networks are based on these traditional models. In the
simple epidemic model (SEM), each host stays in one
of two states: susceptible or infected. The state of any
host can transit only from susceptible to infected (Zou
et al., 2003), so that in a finite network all hosts are
infected in the end. While in the susceptible-infectedsusceptible (SIS) model, each susceptible node can be
infected and each infected node can be recovered and
become susceptible again. Each host of the SIS model
runs repeatedly through the cycle: susceptible→
infected→susceptible (Wang and Wang, 2003).
The susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) model
considers the removal process of the infected hosts.
Each infected host of the SIR model has a probability
of recovery or death. Once a host is removed from the
infected host state, it will be immunized from that
kind of worm and stay in the removed state forever.
Each host of the SIR model either has the state transition susceptible→infected→removed or stays in the
susceptible state forever (Frauenthal, 1980). The
two-factor model is an improvement of the SIR model.
It indicates that users’ countermeasures and routers
congestion can slow down worm propagation. Each
host of the two-factor model either has the state transition susceptible→infected→removed or susceptible
→removed so that in a finite network, all hosts are
removed in the end (Zou et al., 2002).
2.2 Evolutional models in P2P networks
The majority of the propagation models of proactive P2P worms are evolved from the traditional
models as described in Section 2.1, so in this paper,
we use the term ‘evolutional models’. Some researchers (Yu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008) transplanted the SEM model to P2P networks. They found
that the P2P topology obviously accelerates proactive
worm propagation since worms become more efficient in searching for targets referring to neighbors’
information. Feng et al. (2008) proposed a model
which is an improvement of the SIS model. There are
two conclusions from their work: proactive P2P
worms are difficult to constrain because of a rapid

propagation speed, and worms propagate faster when
starting from the most connected node than from the
random or the least connected node.
3 Background of the two-factor model
The two-factor model proposed by Zou et al.
(2002) indicates that there are two factors that most
obviously impact worm propagation. One factor is the
dynamic countermeasures taken by users such as
cleaning, patching, and filtering. These countermeasures can transmit information about both susceptible
and infected hosts to be removed. Let R(t) denote the
number of removed hosts from the infected hosts. The
change R(t) in unit time follows

dR(t ) dt = γ I (t ),

(1)

where I(t) denotes the number of infected hosts at
time t; γ is the rate of removal of infected hosts and it
is a constant. Q(t) denotes the number of removed
hosts from the susceptible hosts. The change of Q(t)
in unit time follows
dQ(t ) dt = μ S (t ) J (t ),

(2)

where S(t) is the number of susceptible hosts at time t;
μ is the rate of removal of susceptible hosts and it is a
constant; J(t) denotes the number of infected hosts at
time t and it follows the equation:
J (t ) = I (t ) + R(t ).

(3)

The second factor is the congestion and trouble
of Internet routers, which decreases the infection rate
β(t) (Cowie et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002). Internet
worms usually search for targets by scanning and
many of those target IP addresses are never or rarely
seen by routers when these routers work under normal
conditions. Thus when the Internet is flooded with
worms, the huge number of abnormal scanning
packets can cause routers congested or reboot then
slow down the worm propagation. The two-factor
model models the decreased infection rate β(t) by

β (t ) = β 0 [1 − I (t ) / N ] ,
η

(4)

where β0 is the initial infection rate; the exponent η is
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used to adjust the infection rate sensitivity to the
number of infected hosts I(t) and η=0 means a constant infection rate; N denotes the total number of
hosts under consideration.

4 A new model: the four-factor model

It is difficult to model the propagation of proactive worms in unstructured P2P networks for three
reasons. Firstly, the worm propagation process is
complicate. Proactive P2P worms are not necessarily
to infect other hosts immediately but can be activated
by certain events, and thus the actual propagation
process is discontinuous. Moreover, the time taken by
proactive worms to infect other hosts is a variable and
it is calculated on the worm size, distance, bandwidth
and so on. Secondly, the P2P networks in practice are
too huge to utilize. It is too expensive to deploy our
worm monitors to the global P2P networks. Thirdly,
there are not any known proactive P2P worms in the
wild so we cannot examine our model by tracking
worm propagation in real P2P networks.
In order to solve these three problems and obtain
an analytical model, we provide simplifications and
assumptions as follows. Firstly, we regard worm
propagation as a continuous process. We assume that
once a host is infected, it tries to infect all its
neighbors immediately. We ignore the effect of worm
size, distance, bandwidth, etc., and set the time duration for infecting other hosts to one unit time. Secondly, we generate scale-free topologies to represent
P2P networks using the GLP generator (Bu and
Towsley, 2002) (our experimental proactive P2P
worms run in the generator). Thirdly, we implement
experimental proactive P2P worms based on the open
source P2P simulation platform PeerSim (Sourceforge, 2009).
4.1 Four factors affecting worm propagation

In terms of the propagation properties of proactive worms in the unstructured P2P networks, there
are four factors which are not fully considered by
former models:
1. Human countermeasures which result in removing both susceptible and infected hosts, as supposed in the classical two-factor model. We agree
with Zou et al. (2002) and assimilate it into our

four-factor model. When any user is aware of proactive P2P worms, the following actions can be taken to
block worm propagation: cleaning compromised
computers, patching or upgrading susceptible computers, setting up filters to block the worm traffic on
firewalls or edge routers, or even disconnecting their
computers from the Internet (Zou et al., 2002).
2. P2P topology accelerates the propagation of
proactive worms (Feng et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008;
Zhang et al., 2008). Instead of randomly searching for
victims, proactive P2P worms acquire the targets from
the cached neighbors’ information.
3. Configuration diversity (Zhou et al., 2006;
McIlwraith et al., 2008) is capable of affecting worm
propagation, but it is rarely considered in former
models. Configuration diversity of each host in P2P
networks can greatly decrease the overall vulnerability. Hosts with largely different configuration diversities are unlikely to be infected by the same worm
(McIlwraith et al., 2008). Configurations mentioned
here include the operating system used, its version
and patch level, additional software packages and
executing applications with associated versions and
open ports (McIlwraith et al., 2008).
4. Attack and defense strategies can also impact
the propagation of proactive P2P worms. We agree
with Feng et al. (2008) that worms propagate faster
when starting from the most connected node than
from a random or the least connected node. We have a
similar conclusion to Nie et al. (2008) that we can
reduce worm propagation by immunizing a few of the
most connected hosts prior to worm propagation. In
this paper, we present two strategies: random and
target. Random denotes that the process of selecting
nodes is random while target denotes selecting the
most connected nodes.
We do not take the routers’ congestion into consideration since proactive P2P worms do not need to
probe targets by blind scanning like Code Red worm
(eEye Digital Security, 2001a; 2001b) and do not
generate great traffic to flood routers.
4.2 Model description

Because our four-factor model is a general
model, we cannot approach it with an analytical solution. Instead, we analyze the model in Section 5
based on numerical solutions of the difference equation
using Matlab/Simulink (The Mathworks Inc., 2009).
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Table 1 lists all notations used in this paper.
Table 1 Notations used in this paper
Notation
N
S(t)
I(t)
R(t)
Q(t)
J(t)
γ
μ
V(t)
di
δ
ATTACK

Description
Total number of hosts in the P2P network,
N=S(t)+I(t)+R(t)+Q(t)
Number of susceptible hosts at time t
Number of infected hosts at time t
Number of removed hosts from the infected
population at time t
Number of removed hosts from the susceptible population at time t
Number of hosts that are infected or recovered from infected population at time t,
J(t)=I(t)+R(t)
Rate of removal of infected hosts
Rate of removal of susceptible hosts
Set of newly infected hosts from susceptible
population from time t−1 to t
Degree of host i
Configuration diversity, 0≤δ≤1. The larger
the δ, the larger the configuration diversity
Attack strategy, either random or target

DEFENSE Defense strategy, either random or target

We assume that each host which is newly added
in the infected population tries to attack all its
neighbors immediately. If the new targets are already
infected or removed, they will maintain their states.
Otherwise, if the targets are in the susceptible population, they will be infected with a probability of 1−δ.
Therefore, the larger the configuration diversity, the
lower the infecting probability. Thus, if δ=0, any
susceptible host will be infected, while if δ=1, none of
the susceptible host will be infected. Enlightened by
the work of Yu et al. (2008), the change in the number
of infected hosts from time t to t+1 which are transmitted from susceptible hosts is
di ⎤
⎡ ⎛
1 ⎞i∈∑
V (t )
S (t ) × (1 − δ ) × ⎢1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
⎥.
N⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎥⎦

Proof Since the newly infected hosts will attack all
their neighbors immediately, there are ∑ di attacks
i∈V ( t )

in the overall P2P networks in time t.
For any host in the P2P network, the probability
of being attacked by one attack is 1/N, and thus the
probability of not being attacked is 1−1/N. Then, for

any host, the probability of not being attacked by
di
1 ⎞i∈∑
⎛
V (t )
d
attacks
is
1
. So the probability of
−
∑ i
⎜
⎟
N⎠
⎝
i∈V ( t )
being attacked by at least one of

∑d

i∈V ( t )

i

attacks is

di
1 ⎞i∈∑
⎛
V (t )
1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
.
N⎠
⎝
For any host, the probability of belonging to the
susceptible population is S(t)/N. And if any susceptible host is attacked, it has a probability of 1–δ to be
infected. So the change in the number of infected
hosts from time t to t+1 which are transmitted from
di ⎤
⎡ ⎛
1 ⎞i∈∑
V (t )
susceptible hosts is ⎢1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
⎥ ×N×(1−δ)×
N⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎥⎦
S(t)/N and the simplified form is S (t )(1 − δ ) ×
di ⎤
⎡ ⎛
1 ⎞i∈∑
V (t )
⎢1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
⎥.
N⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎥⎦

The infected population is increased by the infecting process and decreased by the immunizing
process. So the change in I(t) from time t to t+1
follows
di ⎤
⎡ ⎛
1 ⎞i∈∑
V (t )
I (t + 1) − I (t ) = S (t ) × (1 − δ ) × ⎢1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
⎥
N⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎥⎦
(5)
− [ R(t + 1) − R (t )].

The susceptible population is decreased by both
the infecting process and the immunizing process. So
the change in S(t) from time t to t+1 follows
di ⎤
⎡ ⎛
1 ⎞i∈∑
V (t )
S (t + 1) − S (t ) = − S (t ) × (1 − δ ) × ⎢1 − ⎜1 − ⎟
⎥
N⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎥⎦
− [Q(t + 1) − Q(t ) ].
(6)

We agree, as in the SIR model (Frauenthal, 1980)
and the two-factor model (Zou et al., 2002), the
change of R(t) depends only on I(t) and we give the
discrete form of the change of the removed population
which is removed from infected hosts from time t to
t+1 in Eq. (7):
R(t + 1) − R(t ) = γ I (t ) .

(7)
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Q(t + 1) − Q(t ) = μ S (t ) J (t ) .

(8)

Then we write down the complete difference
equations of the four-factor model:
d
⎧
⎡
1 ∑ i⎤
⎪I (t + 1) − I (t ) = S (t ) × (1 − δ ) × ⎢1 − ⎛⎜1 − ⎞⎟i∈V ( t ) ⎥
⎪
⎢⎣ ⎝ N ⎠
⎥⎦
⎪
− [ R(t + 1) − R(t )],
⎪
⎪
di
⎡ ⎛
⎤
1 ⎞i∈∑
⎪
V (t )
(
1)
(
)
(
)
(1
)
1
1
δ
S
t
S
t
S
t
+
−
=
−
×
−
×
⎢
−
−
⎥
⎜
⎟
⎪
⎢⎣ ⎝ N ⎠
⎥⎦
⎪
(9)
⎨
− [Q(t + 1) − Q(t )],
⎪
⎪R(t + 1) − R(t ) = γ I (t ),
⎪
⎪Q(t + 1) − Q(t ) = μ S (t ) J (t ),
⎪ J (t ) = I (t ) + R(t ),
⎪
⎪ N = I (t ) + S (t ) + R(t ) + Q(t ),
⎪I (0) = I , R(0) = 0, Q(0) = Q , S (0) = N − I − Q .
0
0
0
0
⎩

We set R(0) to 0 since, at the beginning of worm
propagation, I(0)=I0<<N, and most users are unaware
of the worm. Thus, the removal process from the
infected population is negligible (Zou et al., 2002).
We set Q(0) to Q0 rather than 0 because some hosts
can be made immune from worm attacks by several
security techniques such as antivirus, firewall, and
intrusion detection. So we need to regard those immunized hosts as having the removed state at the
beginning of worm propagation.

5 Numerical simulation and analysis
5.1 Simulation model

We use the tuple <N, I0, Q0, μ, γ, δ, ATTACK,
DEFENCE> to represent the system parameters. We
assume that in a default condition, there is only one
host infected and none is immunized at the beginning
of worm propagation. Then we set the initial value of

N to 10 000, I0 to 1 and Q0 to 0. We assume that in the
default condition once a susceptible host is attacked,
it will be infected with probability 1, so the default
value of δ is 0. We cannot obtain the actual value of μ
or γ because there are no known proactive P2P worms
in real P2P networks. So we set these two parameters
according to the two-factor model: γ=0.05, μ=0.6/N
as a default.
As a default, proactive worms select the initial
victims at random. Since Q0=0, we set the defense
strategy as ‘/’. Thus the default parameter tuple of the
four-factor model is <10 000, 1, 0, 0.6/N, 0.05, 0,
random, />. All the following simulation results are
the average of 100 simulations.
5.2 Numerical solutions of the four-factor model

We obtain the numerical solutions of the fourfactor model and plot them in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows the
behavior of J(t)=I(t)+R(t), I(t), and Q(t) as functions
of time t. We were impressed with the propagation
speed of proactive worms and the size of the infected
population: the time taken by worm propagation to
reach the maximum of I(t) is only 5 units of time and
the maximum of J(t) is approximately 0.8N.
1.0
Ratio of total nodes

The removal process of our four-factor model is
similar to that of the classical two-factor model (Zou
et al., 2002). Thus, we do not present details of modeling the change of R(t) and Q(t). The discrete form of
the change in the number of removed population from
susceptible hosts from time t to t+1 follows

I(t)

Q(t)

5

10
Time units

J(t)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

15

20

Fig. 1 Numerical solution of the four-factor model

Fig. 2 gives the comparison between the fourfactor model and the two-factor model. We set all
parameters of the two-factor model in accord with
Zou et al. (2002) except that N=10 000. So the parameter tuple of our four-factor model is identical
with that of the two-factor model. We obtain similar
conclusions to others (Feng et al., 2008; Yu et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2008) that P2P topology accelerates worm propagation, and that it is more difficult to
constrain proactive worms in a P2P network: the
maximum of J(t) of the four-factor model is about
30% larger than that of the two-factor model.
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Four-factor model
Two-factor model

0.8
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60
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Fig. 2 Comparison of infection ratio between the fourfactor model and the two-factor model

In this experiment, both the attack strategy and
the defense strategy are set to random and the configuration diversity δ is 0, so the distinction of the
four-factor model and the two-factor model in Fig. 2
is mostly due to the network topology. An unstructured P2P network is a kind of scale-free network
while the two-factor model considers the network
topology as homogeneous. The two-factor model
assumes that an infected host is equally likely to infect any of other susceptible hosts and the hosts in the
network can reach each other directly. Under this
assumption, a great volume of worm traffic (most of
the worm traffic is used to search for targets) will be
generated so as to congest routers. In the scale-free
network, however, an infected host can infect only its
neighbors since any host can reach only its neighbors
directly. As a result, without the congestion and
trouble of routers, proactive worms can spread much
quickly and infect more hosts in unstructured P2P
networks than in homogeneous networks as supposed
in the two-factor model.
5.3 Sensitivity of the system size

Fig. 3 shows the data on the attack performance
of the four-factor model under different system sizes.
We also present the data of the two-factor model for
comparison in Fig. 3. The parameter tuple of the fourInfection ratio of total nodes

1.0

0.4
0.2

0

10

20
30
Time units

40

Fig. 4 depicts the data on the attack performance
of the four-factor model under different γ. In this
experiment, we set the parameter tuple as <10 000, 1,
0, 0.6/N, *, 0, random, /> and the rate of removal of
infected hosts γ is a variable. We observe that the
attack performance is insensitive to γ at the beginning
of worm propagation (t≤5 units of time) but after the
time when I(t) reaches the maximum, I(t) declines
much faster with larger γ.
1.0

γ = 0.6
γ = 0.4
γ = 0.2
γ =0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

10

20
30
Time units

40

50

Fig. 4 Attack performance sensitivity to different rates
of the infected population

0.6

0

5.4 Sensitivity of the removal rate of the infected
population

0

Four-factor model (N=1000)
Four-factor model (N=10 000)
Two-factor model (N=1000)
Two-factor model (N=10 000)

0.8

factor model in this experiment is <*, 1, 0, 0.6/N, 0.05,
0, random, /> and the system size is variable. The
parameter tuple of the two-factor model is identical
with that in Section 5.2 except the variable system
size.
We find that the attack performance of proactive
worms in unstructured P2P networks is insensitive to
the system size: the curve N=1000 and the curve
N=10 000 are almost overlapped. While for the twofactor model, the attack performance declines a lot
with the increasing system size because the process of
searching for targets becomes more difficult. On the
contrary, searching for a target is not a problem for
proactive P2P worms no matter how large the system
size because those worms need only to attack
neighbors in the cache. Moreover, P2P networks of a
larger size have more frequently connected nodes and
these frequently connected nodes can accelerate
worm propagation (Staniford et al., 2002).

Infection ratio of total nodes

Infection ratio of total nodes

1.0

50

Fig. 3 Attack performance sensitivity of system size

The reason is that in the early stage of worm
propagation, the process of infecting of susceptible
hosts is much faster than that of removal of infected
hosts, and thus the difference made by different γ is
obscure, while in the middle and late stages, both the
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process of infecting of susceptible hosts and removal
of susceptible hosts cease.

configuration diversity is an efficient method to constrain proactive P2P worms.

5.5 Sensitivity of the removal rate of susceptible
population

5.7 Sensitivity of attack and defense strategies

In this experiment, we set the parameter tuple as
<10 000, 1, 0, *, 0.05, 0, random, /> and the rate of
removal of susceptible hosts μ is a variable. Fig. 5
depicts the data on the attack performance under different μ. This experiment matches our expectation:
the maximum of I(t) declines acutely with the increase of μ for reasons that infected hosts are all
transmitted from susceptible hosts and the process of
removal of susceptible hosts becomes more rapid
with larger μ.
µ=0.1/N
µ=0.4/N
µ=0.8/N
µ=1.2/N

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1.0

0
0
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Fig. 5 Attack performance sensitivity to different rates
of susceptible population

5.6 Sensitivity of the configuration diversity

In this experiment, we set the parameter tuple as
<10 000, 1, 0, 0.6/N, 0.05, *, random, /> and the configuration diversity δ is a variable. Simulation results
match our expectation: worm propagation gets slower
and the number of infected hosts decreases greatly
with increase in the configuration diversity. Fig. 6
validates our viewpoint that improvement of the

Infection ratio of total nodes

1.0

δ =0.6
δ=0.6
δ =0.4
δ=0.4
δ =0.2
δ=0.2
δ=0
δ =0

0.8

Infection ratio of total nodes

Infection ratio of total nodes

1.0

All the experiments above assume that proactive
worms select the initial victims at random and both
the process of removal from susceptible and infected
populations is also random. In the first experiment of
this section, we set the initial victims as the most
connected nodes and random nodes, and then we
analyze the attack performance under different attack
strategies. The parameter tuple of the experiment of
attack strategies is <10 000, 1, 0, 0.6/N, 0.05, 0, *, />.
We obtain a similar conclusion to Feng et al.
(2008) and Nie et al. (2008) that launching worms on
frequently connected nodes causes faster worm
propagation than on random initial nodes. The reason
is that worm propagation starting from the most connected nodes will soon infect a lot of hosts and spread
very quickly while that starting from the less frequently connected nodes has a low speed of propagation until enough nodes are infected. The simulation results in Fig. 7 validate our analysis.
Random nodes
Most connected nodes
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Fig. 7 Attack performance sensitivity to attack strategies

According to Cohen et al. (2000), the threshold
of the fraction of nodes needed to be immunized when
we immunize nodes randomly follows
−1

α −2⎞
⎛
pc = 1 + ⎜1 − mα − 2 M 3−α
⎟ , if 2 < α < 3 ,
3−α ⎠
⎝

(10)
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50

Fig. 6 Attack performance sensitivity to configuration
diversity

where m denotes the minimum of connections possessed by any host; M denotes the maximum; α
represents the power law exponent. When we immunize nodes randomly, if the fraction of immunized
hosts exceeds the threshold pc, the network will be
fragmented and worm propagation can be held back.
In this paper, we set m=1, N=10 000 and α≈2.2 (which
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Fig. 9 Network diameters under different removing
strategies (N=2000)

by immunizing the most connected nodes is far
smaller than that of random immunization. Therefore,
an effective method to constrain worm propagation is
to use powerful rules to reinforce the most connected
nodes from being compromised.

6 Discussion

0.6

0

4.3
4.2

Diameter

is cited from the GLP generator), and then M is determined. We find that pc calculated by Eq. (10) exceeds 0.9; that is to say, we need to immune more than
90% nodes randomly to cease worm propagation.
Fig. 8 shows the attack performance of proactive
P2P worms under different defense strategies. We set
the parameter tuple as <10 000, 1, *, 0.6/N, 0.05, 0,
random, *> to examine our analysis above. In this
experiment, the number of initially removed hosts Q0
and the defense strategy are variables. From Fig. 8,
we find that random immunization has little capacity
to improve the global security: worms can infect almost all other nodes. On the contrary, worm propagation can be constrained by immunization of a few
of the most connected nodes: about 20% nodes as
shown in Fig. 8.

25

30

Fig. 8 Attack performance sensitivity to defense strategies

We use the theory of complex networks to explain the experiment in Fig. 8. There are many edges
connected to the most connected nodes. If these nodes
are removed, all edges connected to these nodes are
also removed, and the connectivity of P2P networks
decreases a lot. However, the global connectivity
changes little when one removes a few of the less
frequently connected nodes because they possess a
small quantity of edges. We define the distance between each two directly connected nodes as one unit
distance. Fig. 9 depicts the change of network diameters under random removing and target removing
of the most connected nodes. Diameter is defined as
the average length of the shortest paths between any
two nodes in the network. Fig. 9 matches our expectations that unstructured P2P networks are robust to
random failures, but vulnerable to target attacks of the
most connected nodes (Albert et al., 2000).
If the fraction of immunization of the most
connected nodes exceeds a threshold ps, networks will
be fragmented. As ps is much smaller than pc, the
number of nodes needed to cease worm propagation

The fact that the two-factor model matches the
propagation of the Code Red worm quite well in the
real world exemplifies that this model has an excellent potential to simulate worm behaviors in non-P2P
networks. But in the condition of unstructured P2P
networks, the four-factor model proposed in this paper prevails against the two-factor model. It is impossible to compare the two models directly in real
P2P networks for lack of proactive P2P worms in
practice. Nonetheless, we can deduce this conclusion
from the following facts derived from former works
as well as our four-factor model.
1. The propagation of proactive P2P worms in
unstructured P2P networks is not sensitive to the
change of the network size (an observation that contradicts the two-factor model).
2. Proactive P2P worms will not produce excessive traffic by attacking neighbors in the cache, and
will not flood routers. But in the two-factor model the
routers congestion factor is taken into consideration.
Consequently, worm propagation of the two-factor
model will be slower than that in practice.
3. The two-factor model cannot represent the
fact that the propagation of proactive P2P worms can
be slowed down by increasing the configuration diversity since it considers network topology as homogeneous: each host in the network is equal.
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Unstructured P2P networks, however, are a kind of
scale-free and inhomogeneous network.
4. The propagation of proactive P2P worms is
affected by the attack/defense strategies. But this fact
does not remain in the two-factor model because of
the presumed equality of each host in that model.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel proactive worm
propagation model: the four-factor model, which is an
extension of the classical two-factor model to suit the
unstructured P2P networks. The four factors are the
human countermeasures which result in removing
both susceptible and infected hosts, the P2P topology
which results in accelerating worm propagation, the
configuration diversity, and the attack and defense
strategies. We do not consider the factor of routers
congestion considered in the two-factor model because proactive P2P worms do not generate great
traffic to flood routers.
We implement a simulation system based on
PeerSim and a GLP network topology generator to
examine the four-factor model. We obtain several
conclusions from the numerical simulation in comparison with the two-factor model. Firstly, the unstructured P2P networks can speed up worm propagation and propagation of proactive P2P worms is not
sensitive to the system size. Secondly, proactive P2P
worms are difficult to constrain once the removing
process lags behind the infecting process. Thirdly,
worm propagation can be accelerated by launching
worms on the frequently connected nodes rather than
random nodes. Fourthly, one can constrain worm
propagation by increasing the configuration diversity
of the P2P network and protecting the most connected
nodes from being compromised. The four-factor
model is beneficial to the worm prediction, damage
assessment, detection and constraint for its effective
profiling of the proactive P2P worm propagation.
The four-factor model has its limitations. Firstly,
it is suitable only for modeling continuously spreading worms and cannot predict the arbitrarily stopping
or restarting worm events. Secondly, some parameters
of this model are referenced upon the two-factor
model because there are no known proactive P2P
worms in the wild.
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